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“From that star that has just shone out in
the sky to the solid ground beneath our
feet—I say that all these are but dreams
and shadows; the shadows that hide the
real world from our eyes.”
- Arthur Machen, The Great God Pan
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Foreword: The AGREE Button
!
Have you ever taken the time to actually read the Terms and Conditions, for
Facebook, for Instagram, for anything? Have they ever made you pause to consider the
AGREE button at the bottom of the page? Did the meaning of the word even compute,
or did you just plow through it like a stop sign at the end of an empty intersection?
!
Is the AGREE button a lift gate or a green light in your mind? Does it mean
YIELD or GO? Is it a ticket taker at a tollbooth or a flashing OPEN sign? Is it a security
keypad or a welcome mat?
!
What is the AGREE button to you, a fly you swat before creating a profile, a
bouncer who’s face you shove your ID in? How long do you allow it to take up valuable
real estate on your monitor? Long enough to comprehend both syllables, or do you just
see the “A” and know exactly what to do?
!
The AGREE button is the wack-a-mole of legal signatures.
!
Did it ever mean, “To grant consent, to concur, to come to an understanding,” or
did it simply mean, “next?”
!
Could the word be any easier to click, to tap, to hit ENTER at? The text behind it
disappears so quickly, it might as well have been written on a cloud of smoke.
!
No one blames you for skipping the Terms and Conditions. The dealer at your
cellular provider waves his hand over them. He makes a wise crack about your first
born, about all your worldly possessions, about your immortal soul. Who has the time to
read all that robot gibberish, all those draconian little clauses, all those clerical little
subsections?
!
Are you like the rest of us? Do you hit the AGREE button and never think about it
again? I mean, what’s the worst thing that could happen, right?
***

Chapter 1: The Spark
!
There’s a bakery on the corner of Fifth and Main. It opens just before sunrise and
closes just after lunch. The bakers make just enough croissants to fill their windows.
They have no dining room, just a small space for the customers to place their orders.
They get just enough business to eke by on their rent.
!
The bakery is one story tall. It has a pyramid roof. The roof is the lone point in a
block full of flat tops. Smoke billows from its cobblestone chimney. Soot rolls down its
clay shingles. The shutters are nailed open, painted fire engine red. From across the
street, it could be mistaken for a cottage, the last historic building on the block, a
woodland dwelling in the middle of a concrete jungle. No one would ever suspect what
hides beneath its foundations.
!
There’s a secret entrance in the alley. Its tucked away behind bags of unsold
baguettes. The door is a gothic relic, coated in black lacquer. Above the frame is an
antique lantern. It hangs from a thick brass arm with biceps made of spirals.
!
My companion removes his silk glove. He performs a drumroll up the side of the
door. A slot opens. The doorman looks from my companion to myself. He squints at my
luggage: a dolly overflowing with parcels all bound in string. He looks back to my
companion, who winks beneath the shadow of his bowler cap.
!
The doorman lifts a radio to his mouth. He says, “The Curator has arrived.” Then
he buzzes us in.
!
The Curator, my companion, leads us down a long spiral staircase. The steps are
made from a serrated grating. The grating allows for a single oil lamp to cast its light all
the way to the bottom. The metal stairs echo beneath our feet.
!
The walls are lined with stones. It feels like we’re drudging into a well. My dolly
makes the journey a grueling chore. The wheels get stuck in the grates. I have to make
the descent backwards, with one hand struggling to grip the base, and the other
struggling to keep my parcels from flying free.
!
At long last, we reach the bottom. The Curator leads us into a candle lit parlor.
There’s a line of booths divided by red velvet curtains, each bound by golden
drawstrings. The walls are made to look like catacombs. They’re filled with skulls and
femurs, as though the human body was made of nothing but heads and legs. We seat
ourselves. The Curator slides our candle to the innermost side of the table, away from
his face.
!
The ceilings are cavernous. They’re littered with stalactites, which may or may
not be Styrofoam. The chandeliers are made to look like antlers. Flames dance from
their tips.
!
I say, “Do you think they need a ladder to snuff those out at the end of the night?”
!
The Curator digs through his bag, expressionless beneath his bowler cap.
!
I say, “Or do you think they’ve got some kind of long rod?”
!
The Curator glances up, “Gas pumps through them. The waitstaff simply turns a
knob when they’re done.”
!
A figure approaches in a long black robe. He has a hood draped over his head. It
casts a shadow over his mask, a chrome plated Greek comedy mask, with slits for eyes.
My reflection warps in the bend of his smile. He sets two strips of animal hide before us.

!
There’s calligraphy seared into their flesh, like scrolls of forbidden knowledge. It
takes a moment for me to spot the words Pinot Noir. These aren’t sacred parchments.
These are wine menus.
!
My eyes are drawn to the gloves running up the figure’s arms. They’re leather,
but they’re thin enough to conform to the contours of his knuckles. They must have
been fitted. The dark figure spins around before I can spot the zipper. He scurries off
without a word. The buckles that line his bootstraps click as he goes.
!
“Was that our waiter?” I can’t help but ask.
!
The Curator grunts.
!
I say, “Well it’s good to see that somebody else liked Eyes Wide Shut.”
!
The Curator keeps his head down, oblivious to the Stanley Kubrick reference. He
says, “Let’s get down to business, shall we?” He slides a smart tablet to me. The
setting’s gothic charms are shattered the instant this modern object hits the table. It’s
like driving an SUV through a Renaissance Fair. Don’t get me wrong; the screen’s
resolution is quite impressive. The fine print is very fine indeed.
!
The Curator runs a glove through his pencil mustache. The gesture reveals a
cufflink up his sleeve. It’s shaped like an eyeball. This draws attention to all his other
accessories. There’s a broach in the shape of a small wooden manikin. There’s a pair of
door-shaped pins on both sides of his collar. There’s a grandfather clock pinned to one
side of his lapel. There’s a windowpane pinned to the other. His tie is covered in stars.
Its clip says, “E=MC².” It takes me a moment to realize that each of these symbols
represents the opening titles for The Twilight Zone.
!
My companion is the curator of The Gallery of the Mysterious and the Macabre.
He likes to wear his gallery out with him. He goes by “The Curator” because he never
gives out his real name. As an aspiring celebrity in the underground art scene, he wants
to be known by his title alone. It’s all part of his mystique.
!
The Curator points to his tablet. He says, “Don’t mind them. They’re just our
friends the terms and conditions. They’re cool. We’ll vouch for them. They tend to prattle
on a bit. They speak in this Greek, legalese, esoteric mumbo jumbo. A bunch of contract
jargon written in a dead tongue.”
!
His tablet weighs heavier the more he describes its contents.
!
My eyes are stuck in a groove, reading the first sentence, absorbing nothing and
then rereading it. Teachers always told my parents that I had trouble retaining what I
read. This is why I work in visual mediums.
!
With my mind caught in a feedback loop, the Curator takes the liberty of ordering
for us.
!
He says, “We’ll have couple of Dragon’s Breath Cocktails.” He puts his hand over
his mouth to whisper, “Throw in an extra chunk of dry ice for my friend over here. I want
him to get the full effect.”
!
The waiter returns with our drinks, before I can finish the first paragraph. I try to
concentrate, but there’s a cloud of smoke spilling over my glass.
!
The Curator sips his cocktail. He speaks into his glass, “We can bust out our
decoder rings and sift through all this cryptography, if you like.” He rolls his eyes,
“There’s some adoption forms and living wills if you’re bored after that.”
!
The Curator watches my hand hover over the text. My finger scrolls through the
contract from top to bottom, then from bottom to top. The Curator sighs.

I say, “You keep trying to sell me on this? Why did you write it?”
!
The Curator smirks. The expression warps his mustache into something
disturbing. He says, “Actually, we put a one act play in the middle to see if anyone
would notice.”
!
I peak up, “What’s it about?”
!
“It’s about... Uh... It’s about...” The Curator's eyes dart back and forth. “It’s about
a couple on the eve of their divorce. They are...” His spins a piece invisible of yarn.
“They are preparing Thanksgiving dinner. They don’t want their guests to know about
the separation.”
!
The Curator bites his lip. He says, “The wife bastes the turkey, while the husband
pleads, ‘to cast a father out his home is to cast God out of the world.’ The whole
production is this big Norman Rockwell fever dream. In the end, we learn their son’s
been roasting in the oven the entire time--”
!
I say, “Uh, spoilers much.” I scroll down to the bottom of the terms and
conditions. The AGREE button is green, green for GO. I tap it. There’s an audible snap
as static surges through my finger. The AGREE button blinks out of existence. The
terms shrinks away like whiskers down a drain.
!
I take a swig of my Dragon’s Breath. It tastes sweet until my eyes burst open and
my head jerks to the side. I say, “Jesus Christ, that’s grain alcohol.”
!
The Curator tilts his head down, just far enough for the candlelight to set his
profile aglow. It suits him. He smiles, “Would you like a copy of what you just agreed
to?”
!
Setting my cocktail down, I say, “Yeah, you should probably e-mail that to me.” It
can get buried with the offers for all natural male enhancement supplements.
!
The Curator slides the tablet into his breast pocket. Then he rubs his gloves
together, “Now, what do you have for us?”
!
The time has come to unwrap my parcels. The Curator smiles as I set my
accordion folders on the table. His smile widens as I uncoil the string around the first
cardboard latch. Call me old fashioned, but I still prefer prints to JPEGs. There are
plenty of photographers with reservations about digitizing their work. Once your pictures
are available online it's hard to lure your audience to a gallery.
!
The Curator slides the first print across the table.
!
“Very nice.” He says.
!
The print features a 1940s barroom. There’s a hatrack filled with fedoras. There’s
a register with plastic numbers. Ashtrays line the countertop. There’s a wooden
telephone mounted to the wall. It has bells for eyes and a long metal receiver for a
nose.
!
I sit; or rather one of my personas sits, at a stool on the left side of the bar. My
hair is plastered down, combed back. My eyes hide behind a pair of oversized
spectacles. My cardigan hangs over the side of the stool. There are leather patches
over both of my elbows. A typewriter sits on the counter before me.
!
My second persona watches from the other end of the bar. There’s a cigarette
screwed into his lips. Smoke billows over the brim of his hat. His trench coat hangs
open. There’s a holster slung over his shoulder. His hand reaches for it. He stares

daggers at his doppelgänger, just typing away. He’s an extrovert investigating the
dealings of an introvert.
!
It’s a trick photograph, a double exposure. All I had to do was cover one side of
the lens, time the shot, and then cover the other side for the next exposure. Every
photograph from my Detective series is a variant of this technique.
!
The Curator helps himself to another print. He gives it a Cheshire Cat smile.
!
The doppelgängers find themselves in a cramped office space. They sit on
opposite sides of a desk. The writer looks over his shoulder with his hands fixed on his
typewriter. The detective raises the brim of his hat. There’s a woman’s silhouette putting
a barrier between them. She wears a long slinky dress with broad shoulder pads. Her
veil casts a shadow over the writer’s face. Her gun barrel casts a shadow over the
detective’s. This photo was much harder to stage.
!
The Curator lays the print on the table with great care. He says, “It’s time to tell
the old femme fatale that all your efforts have finally borne fruit.”
!
“I... I will when I meet her.” I say before gulping down a generous serving of
Dragon’s Breath.
!
The Curator points to the silhouette in the photograph. He says, “We just
assumed that--”
!
“She’s out of the picture.” I cut him off.
!
The Curator slides the print back in my direction. He says, “There will be so many
charming women at the opening, perhaps you'll meet her there.”!
!
“Perhaps,” I nod. I say, “I just don’t want to be the guy that hangs out around his
own art trying to pick up chicks.”
!
The Curator laughs. He reaches over the table to pat me on the shoulder. He
says, “Has anyone ever told you that you think too much?”
!
I say, “I don’t know. Let me think about it.”
***

Chapter 2: The Beast
!
There’s no easy way to ask a man of affluence to spring for cab fare. Not when
I’m trying to convince him that I belong in his world. I recuse myself to scrounge through
my wallet.
!
There’s a bus shelter in front of the bakery. It’s a cozy little pod with a short
bench.
!
There’s a red button in the entryway. One push triggers the heat lamps overhead.
They snap and pop like logs in a bonfire. It takes a moment for the shelter to turn into a
tanning booth. My scalp feels like its on fire. Sweat trickles from my widow’s peak. I look
up. The coils are glowing as red as burners on a stove.
!
With the shelter lit up, the world outside goes dim. The buildings across the street
are invisible. My sightline extends no further than the median.
!
My reflection stares back at me from the dark side of the glass. There are bags
under my eyes. The blue has been washed out. They’ve turned grey. The red has been
drained from my lips. They’ve gone eggshell white. Despite the cold, my cheeks have
turned the same color. My face looks desaturated. The glass has turned my reflection
as black and white as my photographs. I lean forward in time to catch my pupils dilating.
!
Something skitters across the street. Is it cat, a raccoon? No, it casts too long a
shadow. Its limbs are quick and fluid. There’s a hump in its back. It’s vertebrae juts out
in a series of spikes. Its central mass blots out the streetlights. Is it pit bull, a Great
Dane? No, it’s much larger than that. Those don’t sound like paws hitting the street.
They sound like hoofs.
!
I don’t want to stick around to find out what it is, but abandoning my portfolio here
in the bus stop, is out of the question.
!
The heat lamp dies down. My sightline extends. There’s nothing to see.
Whatever it was, it had someplace more important to be. I listen for the clattering of
hoofs. There’s nothing but the whistling of the wind. I give my surroundings a quick
three-sixty before deciding it’s safe to push the button again. The lamp buzzes back on.
I take my seat and exhale.
!
Something slams against the shelter. It throws me from the seat and spills my
parcels across the pavement.
!
Its breath fogs up the glass. Is it a wild boar, a horse? No, its tone is too low, too
deep. It snorts with each inhale and grunts with each exhale.
!
I turn in time to catch its silhouette out of the corner of my eye. A pair of slender
legs spring off the ground. Outstretched, they’re as long and thin as canoe paddles. An
arm goes by. Its elbow is sharp and pronounced. Bone protrudes through the skin. Its
shoulder blades stick out as big as stegosaurus plates. From up close, the silhouette is
still that, a silhouette, a big black outline. It walks like a dog, with the speed and fluidity
of a dog, but it isn’t a dog.
!
The grime on the bus shelter blurs its face. There’s a big black cloud where its
head ought to be. I try to make out a snout, a muzzle or a mouth, but it moves too fast.
!
It backs away into the dark space outside of my field of vision. Clip clops echo
down the sidewalk. I can hear it galloping over the boulevard. It’s circling the shelter,
looking for an opening. In a moment it will be at the threshold and I’ll be trapped.

Headlights rise over the hill. The bus is coming. I scramble to gather my accordion
folders. There’s another thud against the shelter. The shock sends me to my knees.
Glancing over my shoulder, I see a web of glass shards.
!
The bus screeches to a stop. The driver spots my dolly and starts the process to
lower the handicap ramp. Behind me, there’s a sound like a squeegee running along the
glass. Shards fall and crack. There’s a wet splat, like a snake landing on its belly. The
black beast is trying to pass its tongue through the gap. The shelter creaks forward. A
terrible smell fills the air. It stinks of rotten eggs and charred cinder.
!
The bus driver motions me in. He’s oblivious to the thing attacking the shelter. I
make a break for it. The dolly hits a crack in the sidewalk. My parcels shoot up. A quick
slap keeps them from being air born. I slide into the ramp and spin around to face my
attacker.
!
The shelter has gone still. The lamp has gone dim. The darkness has healed the
cracks in the glass. There’s no sign of the beast. It must have cut its tongue and
galloped away.
!
There’s a handicap seat with my name on it. My dolly takes the place of a wheel
chair.
!
We pass the shelter. There’s no glass on the sidewalk. No hoof prints to speak
of.
***

Chapter 3: Poor Man’s Copyright
!
The hardwood creaks beneath my father’s loafers. He reads, “I wanted to explore
the duality of the author and his creation, the cardigan wearing writer and the trench
coat clad detective.” Dad flings the plaque across the counter.
!
He says, “What’s all this nonsense?”
!
Watching it spin, I say, “An artist statement. Don't worry. Nobody ever reads
them.”
!
Dad nods with his tongue in his cheek. He says, “You know, I don’t think I've ever
written for pleasure in my entire adult life.”
!
I tap the plaque before it spins off the counter. I say, “Maybe you've just had
writer's block. You'll never know until you quit the firm and start blogging full time.”
!
Dad examines the fresh prints I’ve hung out to dry. The line stretches across the
apartment. It occurs to me, that a few of these shots might be a little more revealing.
Who knows if he’d recognize my physique with my face out of frame? He says, “What
should my blog be about?”
!
“Start with top ten lists, then talk shit about celebrities you’ll never meet.” I shrug,
“Write what you know. You know, whatever you’re passionate about.”
!
He says, “Well, not blogging.” He rolls up his sleeve to check a watch with a face
the size of a silver dollar.
!
I say, “See, there’s your angle.” I type across an invisible keyboard, “Write about
how all of these meme-based quick fix blogs affect the attention spans we all have for
traditional articles.”
!
Dad nods with a blank look on his face. He says, “Those sounded like words,
yes.”
!
I say, “Well I’d read it, until I got distracted by cats that look like Hitler, or dogs
that look like Stalin.
!
Dad snatches a print off the line, sees something that makes him uncomfortable
and struggles to pin it back. When he spots me noticing, he says, “So is this Curator
character on the level?”
!
Shrugging, I say, “He seems legit. Though he does have problems speaking in
the singular. It’s like he can’t say words like, ‘I, me,’ or ‘mine.’ It’s always, ‘we, us’ or
‘our’ for some reason.” Waving a dismissive hand, I say, “It’s all part of his mystique.”
!
Dad shifts focus from the prints to the stack of bills on the coffee table. He says,
“So what’s the split?”
!
“Thirty-seventy.” I say, plucking some of the more risqué photos off the line.
!
Dad raises an eyebrow. He says, “Who’s getting thirty?”
!
My thumb points upward.
!
Dad shakes his head. He sifts through my bills. “Didn’t there used to be a sewing
machine here?” He thinks aloud. He’s too distracted by my PAST DUE notices to ask
any follow up questions.
!
Dad says, “Did he make you sign a contract?”
!
I shake my head, “Just some standard Terms and Conditions.”
!
“What is he locking you into cellphone plan?” Dad says as he plops down on the
couch. He doesn’t bother to unbutton his long wool coat. The flaps of his leather cap

remain down. His gloves remain on. He says, “Please tell me that you at least skimmed
through them.”
!
I roll one of my prints into a scroll, “Yeah, I stayed up all not with a fleet of
paralegals. We were done in time for brunch. I had an omelet with smoked bacon and
ham. It’s comfort food, I know, but you only live once, right?”
!
Dad pulls a handkerchief from his pocket, an actual handkerchief. He sneezes
into it, folds it up and slides it back. He says, “These vultures pry on young artists. They
think because you’re hungry they can screw you out of your copyright. Don’t go
sacrificing your portfolio for a show in a no name gallery.”
!
The scroll refuses to slide into its tube. I have to shake it through. This affords me
a moment to turn away so dad can’t see me roll my eyes.
!
He sighs, “Did this Curator character at least give you the cliff notes? Were you
able to make heads or tails of it?”
!
Throwing a coat over my shoulders, I say, “Not at first, but then I pulled up your
old LexisNexis account, and fifty grand later, I think I’ve got the gist of it.”
!
Dad shakes his head, unamused. He says, “What if he had you sign an
exclusivity contract?”
!
I shrug, “Then I’ll just show my stuff under another name. I don’t know. What do
you think of Phineas?” I cast the letters into the air. I say, “No last name, just Phineas.”
!
Dad throws his arms up. He says, “What if you signed a liability waiver and no
one’s accountable when someone walks off with one of your prints?”
!
I say, “Then I guess that would make me accountable.” I tie a scarf around my
neck with a knot that’s more about fashion than function. I add, “But I didn't sign
anything. I pushed a button on a touch screen. It wasn't even a real button. I wouldn’t go
calling that a blood contract.”
!
Dad wrenches himself up off the couch. He says, “Tell me he at least gave you a
copy?”
!
“He e-mailed one, yeah,” I say with an upwards inflection, realizing the truth of
what I’m saying halfway through saying it.
!
Dad waves his smart phone at me. The damn thing is as big as a paperback. He
says, “I’d like you to forward it to me. I’ll have some of my people look over it. We’ll see
if there’s a penalty clause as a result of a breach contract.”
!
This time I make no attempt to hide the fact that I’m rolling my eyes. I say, “If
you’re really that scared I can mail my film rolls to myself. If the Curator tries to claim my
copyright, the post date will hold up in court.”
!
Dad shakes his head, “That's an urban myth.”
!
“It is?” I’m dumbfounded. I had no idea the poor man’s copyright was a myth?
!
Dad taps his screen. He says, “Just forward it.”
!
He paces around the living room, waiting for me to get my ass in gear. I catch
him scanning the apartment. He can tell that something is off. It’s better that he comes
to the realization on his own. He might just keep it to himself.
!
Dad says, “The place seems bigger without all the dress stands and sheets of
fabric. Hell, I didn’t even know you had a kitchen table.”
!
I nod hoping that’s the end of it.
!
Dad says, “Where’s all of your roommate’s things?”
!
“Is that what we’re calling her?” I say as I cross my arms.

!
Dad says, “Did you have a fight?” He stumbles about looking for the evidence.
!
I shake my head as I slide my cardboard tubes into a duffle bag. I say, “One night
I came home and there were dust outlines where her stuff used to be. That was that.”
!
Dad nods, “You probably should’ve dusted more.”
!
I shrug, “Well, now I have a dark room.”
!
Dad’s attention returns to the bills on the coffee table. He says, “Were you ever
able to track her down?”
!
I shake my head, “I’m not a detective.”
!
Dad gives that a long nod, “Cold wind blows both ways, huh?”
!
“Yup,” I say flatly.
!
Dad won’t let it go. He says, “It’s just the one time we all went out together, the
two you seemed so...” Dad searches for the word, “Functional. I mean, you weren’t
exactly finishing each other’s sentences, but you weren’t exactly cutting each other off. I
know that sounds like the same thing but--”
!
I interrupt, “The first load is ready when you are.”
!
Dad gets a clue and fishes the keys from his pocket.
***

Chapter 4: Paralysis
!
Something staggers through the kitchen. The support beams groan beneath its
weight. The tiles burst beneath its feet. No, not feet. Feet have skin. Feet have
musculature to insulate their bones. The thing in the kitchen is walking on its bones, on
hoofs. They clip clop like horseshoes on cobblestones. Then they loose their balance.
The apartment creaks, it sounds like its beneath the heals of a giant rocking chair.
!
There’s a crash. Wood snaps. There’s a series of light pops, then a sound like
sand spilling across the countertop. There goes the spice rack.
!
The beast lurches the other way. The apartment moans. The walls echo with
sounds like those from the cargo hold of a storm ravished ship. It might be an
earthquake, but earthquakes don’t breathe and that thing in the kitchen, it’s breathing.
!
There’s a ding followed by a loud metallic clang. It sounds like a colander by the
way it settles. The thing’s breath reverberates inside it. It’s nose deep in the bowl,
huffing and puffing. I can hear it all the way from the bedroom, where I lay paralyzed.
!
There’s a thump. The cupboard door falls off its hinge. Paper crumples. Glass
shatters. Shards roll. Cans crinkle. There goes the recycling bag.
!
The beast clip clops in a circle, a horse chasing its own tail. Tiles crunch beneath
its hoofs like specks of gravel.
!
My eyes open, but there’s no sensation below my neck. My perspective is fixed. I
can see through the monitors but the controls are not responding. It takes all of my will
power to shift my gaze from the ceiling fan to the door. It’s opened just a crack.
Shadows move into the space where it’s ajar.
!
There’s a crash, a battering ram hitting a barricade. Drywall shoots across the
hardwood. Cardboard tubes roll down the hall. The light beneath the door goes dark.
The beast is out there, sniffing the floor. It found my sent at the bus shelter, now it’s
followed me home. Slobber hits the floorboards in big fat droplets. The beast’s tongue
lands with a splat. In a moment, it will slither over the threshold, well on its way to the
buffet of me.
!
My eyes sting. I try to fight the urge to blink, to shut them for even a second, but
my lids prove too powerful. All the muscles in my face contract in on themselves. My
eyebrows kiss my cheeks. Then my head sinks into the pillow. A yawn escapes me
before I realize what’s happening. My conciseness seeps out in a single breath.
***

!
The ceiling fan is gone. So is the ceiling for that matter. In its place is a canopy,
one long black curtain strung between four black poles. The curtain stretches from the
nightstand to the dresser. It dips in the center, right over the head of my queen size
mattress. The room is even darker with the fabric in my face.
!
This must be another dream, a false awakening. My subconscious has got my
Feng Shui all a mess. Silly subconscious, you thought I’d let this little continuity error
slide, didn’t you? Set design has never been one of your strong suits. You can never get
the dimensions right. I got to say; I’m not really feeling this whole black on black motif.
Now my ex “roommate,” on the other hand, she would’ve loved it.
!
She was the resident interior decorator. She’d screw colored bulbs into the track
lights, calming blues, greens and purples. She was the resident botanist, hanging ferns
from the ceiling. One day I came home to find the venetian blinds set out with the trash.
She had made drapes. They were quite the undertaking, but I just didn’t see the point.
!
She talked about replacing the coffee table with a Zen garden. I said if we got a
cat it would just poop in it. She talked about installing stained glass windows in the
kitchen. I said the landlord probably wouldn’t approve. She said that ever since she was
a little girl she had wanted a canopy. She wanted to know what it felt like to sleep like a
Disney princess. I didn’t.
!
I still don’t know if she was hungry for a change, or if she was trying to settle in
and I was too thick to notice. She’d pitch a home makeover and I’d strike it down. I’d
pitch a concept for a photo exhibit and she’d strike it down. I’m not sure if it was
retaliation or if she just didn’t like my ideas. Now she’s left me with an apartment full of
uncovered windows.
!
She wanted a canopy and my subconscious went ahead and built her one. The
effort might be too little too late, but it’s the thought that counts, right?
!
A breeze wafts through the room. The poles dip. The curtain flutters. It continues
to sway long after the breeze has past, back and forth like a soft pendulum. The curtain
droops down closer and closer to my face.
!
I try to blow it away, but my lips won’t move. I’m still paralyzed. It’s like sleep
walking in reverse. My mind is awake but my body is asleep.
!
The canopy shudders. Did I leave a window open? The curtain rises and falls. It
inches ever closer to my face. The poles bend under its weight.
!
There’s a hot fog in the air. The room smells like sulfur and body odor, like rotten
eggs and charred cinder.
!
The curtain dips down far enough to graze my nose. It doesn’t feel like a curtain.
It’s too wet. It’s too sticky. There are no designs in the fabric, but there are patterns. Two
rows of horizontal lines run down the center of the canopy. They rise and fall, shrink and
expand.
!
Wait.
!
My eyes are the only things that still obey my commands. They catch a glimpse
of the pole that supports the curtain. It bends to reveal a bump, a bump that looks
exactly like a kneecap. The pole straightens to reveal the musculature of a thigh.
!
My eyes shift back to the curtain, to the massive ribcage bearing down on me.
There is no canopy. The nightmare beast from the bus shelter is the canopy. It made a
mess of my kitchen, crawled down the hall, crept into my room and settled over the bed.
!
My gaze tilts back as high as it can. Three black orbs loom over me. They sag

like day old balloons, like deflated beach balls, like garbage bags dripping with oil. The
orbs pulse. They sink inward. They expand. They inhale. They exhale. Growths protrude
from their silhouettes. No, not growths, ear lobes. It takes a moment to recognize the
black orbs as faces. This is why I saw a black cloud at the bus stop. My mind couldn’t
wrap itself around three heads.
!
Their expressions are frozen in anguish. They howl in silence, like faces in jars.
Like something you’d find in a traveling museum, in the dark recesses of a carnival. Like
a husk of skin that P.T. Barnum had a taxidermist stitch together, prop up and call a
natural oddity.
!
The central face is a boneless mass of flesh. It’s a wrinkled prune, sunken and
lopsided. There are craters where its eyes ought be. Crow’s feet run all the way down its
cheeks. The bridge of its nose juts out further then its tip. The cartilage has been sucked
up into the nostrils. It’s a skeleton’s nose.
!
The head furthest to the right rolls back and forth along the beast’s collar. The
head furthest to the left shakes like a maraca.
!
The central face leans forward. Its mouth hangs open. There’s no jaw. Its chin
dangles above my forehead. Its lips have sunk inward. Its mouth is a crater lined with
wrinkles. Drool seeps through the cracks.
!
Something moves up the beast’s central neck. It’s an Adam’s apple pulsating
beneath the skin. It moves up its throat, over its chin and through its lips. The beast’s
mouth yawns open. Its tongue emerges like a snake from a rabbit hole. It’s a mass of
pure muscle, throbbing with veins, a beast in its own right. The tip of the tongue slithers
through the air. Slobber dribbles as thick as maple syrup. It runs down my brow and into
my eyes. It stings like chlorine.
!
The tongue straightens in an instant. There’s a sound like an egg cracking.
There’s a burst of red mist. The tongue penetrates my skull and burrows into my brain.
Then it starts to slurp.
***

Chapter 5: Hieroglyphics
!
There’s a grand chandelier in the entryway. Crystal beads cascade down a
fountain of light. The glass glows with a halo of rainbow colors. It’s elegance sets the
tone for the evening ahead.
!
Say what you will about The Curator, but the man knows how to host an opening.
He’s converted his three-story mansion into The Gallery of the Mysterious and the
Macabre. He’s even given my photos top billing in the entrance hall.
!
For the event, he’s laid checkered tiles. He’s installed wooden park benches with
iron armrests. He’s wired baroque street lamps throughout the ground floor. He’s filled
hat racks with the best designs in felt and silk, each adorned with feathers and ribbons.
He’s installed Maltese Falcon statues at the foot of every staircase. This is the Curator’s
art.
!
Paperboys, with socks up to their knees, shout tales of murder and mayhem.
!
The bar backs are anything but floozies. They wear emerald blouses, berets and
checkered coats. They slide cocktails beneath green desk lamps.
!
The gallery monitors wear trench coats and fedoras. They amble around the
space offering to light the patron’s cigarettes. It’s beautiful.
!
The house band is composed of a pianist, an upright bassist and a Lauren Bacall
lookalike, in a platinum blond wig.
!
The gallery is filled with dapper gentleman. My work gave them the excuse to hit
the haberdashery, to get straight razor shaves and slick their hair back. They all bust out
their pleated pants, suspenders and thin striped ties.
!
The ladies took the license to dress up even further. Out came the flapper
cocktail dresses. Out came the tassels and long silk gloves. Out came the cigarette
holders, the roses and horned rimmed glasses.
!
The event gave them a good reason to dye their hair, to bleach it, to put it up in
curlers.
!
For some this an opening. For others this a celebration of an era seen through
ruby colored glasses? I can’t help but wonder, how many of these fellas came here to
play Mad Men? How many of these gals have the same Audrey Hepburn poster on their
wall? What kind of man do women like that look for? How many of them are still
looking?
!
Come on man. Get it together. Has anyone ever told you that you think too
much? I don’t know. I can’t stop thinking long enough to remember.
!
There’s a tap on my shoulder. It’s the Curator. He says, “A fine turnout, is it not?”
!
There’s a warped blue face on the Curator’s tie. It resembles Edward Munch’s
famous painting The Scream. There’s a broach in the shape of a flying saucer on his
chest. There’s an eyeball on one side of his collar. There’s a plasma globe on the other
side. A high-voltage current runs through it.
!
He rubs his gloves together. When he reaches out to shake my hand, there’s a
human silhouette on his palm. He turns around to marvel at the turnout. The phrase,
“THE TRUTH IS OUT THERE” is printed across his shoulders. Of course, he’s dressed
as the opening sequence from The X-Files.

!
The Curator says, “Go ahead and meander about the space.” He waves me
along, “You have my permission to eavesdrop. Inflate the old ego. A little validation goes
a long way.”
!
There’s a vibration in my pocket. It can wait. My public cannot.
!
The patrons fail to see the artist slipping through their ranks. Perhaps they’d
notice if I had arrived in character. My fedora is at home, stuffed away in the back of the
closet. My trench is laid out on the ironing board, covered in ashes. My glasses, with
their flat prop lenses, are buried in a shoebox beneath the bed. My cardigan is in a heap
on the love seat.
!
These people are here to be seen as much as they’re here to see. They don’t
notice the artist, because they’re not looking for him. I fit right in, with my pinstripe suit
and narrow tie. They might recognize me if I was in black and white.
!
There’s a small gathering around one of the prints. It’s a photograph of a back
alley crime scene.
!
The pavement is littered with shell casings. Evidence markers direct the viewer’s
eyes toward a chalk outline. My writer persona lies inside it. His cardigan is smeared
with chalk. His glasses are tilt back upon his brow. His hands are interlocked behind his
head. His legs are crossed. His gaze is fixed on the fire escape, on the blurry outline in
the foreground. A lifeless hand dangles from the ladder. The writer stares at it with one
eye shut, frozen mid wink. He smiles, just wide enough to show his teeth.
!
The title of the piece is, THERE’S A STORY HERE.
!
Patrons bicker.
!
“Is he supposed to be scanning the crime scene for clues? Is that it?”
!
“No, he’s having an out of body experience.”
!
“Then wouldn’t he be looking downward at himself, instead of upward? I thought
ghosts were supposed to float?”
!
“No, they’re two separate bodies. One shot the other.”
!
“It doesn’t look like he’s been shot.”
!
“No, it looks like he’s been tanning.”
!
At times like these, the artist ought to have something to interject, a point that
would bring the group to long nodding epiphanies. An explanation that would make
them say, “Oh, now I get it.” This is exactly the kind of charming introduction I could use
to showcase my intellect to Ms. Right. It just doesn’t come. It’s on the tip of my tongue,
but it doesn’t want to be put into words. My brain farts. There’s a spinning pinwheel
where the words ought to be. That’s me lying there on the pavement. I remember
composing the shot. I remember staging the scene. I remember rushing into place
before the timer ran out. I just can’t remember why.
!
The next photograph is another mystery.
!
My writer persona sits at the end of a long peer. His pants are rolled up. His feet
dangle in the water. His tongue sticks out the side of his mouth. He’s fixated on the
memo pad in his hands, oblivious to the hat floating next to him. Deep below the
surface, my detective persona screams with a mouthful of bubbles. His trench coat rises
to reveal a pair of big cement shoes.
!
The piece is called, FISHING FOR IDEAS.
!
Someone scoffs. I turn to find a patron with a pompadour the size of a
skyscraper. Lifting a martini to his lips, he says, “Now this one is just too obvious.”

The patron beside him nods with her Betty Page bangs. She says, “Yeah. This one is a
little too on the nose.”
!
It is? Why is it? I’m not offended. I just don’t get it. These images seem random
to me. How does one subject relate to the other? Is the writer persona too distracted to
play lifeguard? Is that all that’s going on here?
!
The next photograph is even more perplexing.
!
My detective persona is tied to a chair. His mouth is gagged. His eyes blackened,
battered and bruised. There’s a ring of blood around his muzzle, a black goatee that
stains his collar. The tie around his neck is loose and lopsided. His dress shirt is
blackened with inkblots. The whites of his eyes are only visible enough to reveal his
sightline. His gaze is fixed on my writer persona, who sits cross-legged at his feet.
!
The writer leans over his implements of torture, a kid deciding what crayon to
use. There’s a hand powered drill, a kerosene torch and a bone saw. There are mallets
and meat cleavers. There are serrated blades and carving knives, an entire kitchen’s
worth of culinary instruments to choose from.
!
The writer’s memo pad lays open before him. It’s littered with gashes. An icepick
has been driven in between the lines. There’s a spatter pattern across the paper.
!
The piece is called, BLOOD ON THE PAGE.
!
My public seems to know something about it that I do not. They go on and on.
!
“I like that it’s so obvious. It makes it seem less pretentious.”
!
“So those are all plot devices scattered on the floor, right?”
!
“No, it’s like some kind of voodoo ritual.”
!
“Totally. It’s a self-flagellation ceremony. He’s achieving catharsis.”
!
“Right. What he said.”
!
The patrons can see where I’ve gone blind. They see through the layers. They
see dual meaning. They see subtext. My original intent goes way over my head, but not
theirs.
!
My pocket vibrates. I still don’t want to answer. I pace until the sensation passes.
!
Looking upon my work is like being an archeologist standing before the glyphs of
a lost civilization. There's no Rosetta Stone to explain it. I’m seeing it through the same
fresh eyes as my audience.
!
The writer persona is tied to the detective persona, that much is clear, but the
connection is lost to me. What motivated me to choose these particular subjects? What
relationship does a wordsmith have with a rogue agent of the law? It doesn’t make
sense. One seems like an introvert by nature, while the other is a man about town,
bounding through dark alleyways. It’s hard to imagine the circumstances where one
would meet the other.
!
Why did I have to the set these photographs in the 1940s? Was there a reason
why I chose the noir theme, other than to replicate the lighting?
!
Why did I have to pose as both figures? Why did I pose at all? Why not just hire a
model? Why was it so important that my work be attributed to me? I try to reverse
engineer my thought process; to retrace my steps back to the place I lost my head.
!
I had to have a gallery opening because my portfolio was too big for my closet.
My body of work had grown so large because... That’s just what photographers do,
right? No. I had to take so many pictures to prove my mastery of the craft; my mastery

of lighting, staging and the placement of shots. The more pictures I had taken, the more
I could establish my competency. No. That’s not it either.
!
There was some other thing that motivated me. A word that’s gone missing from
my vocabulary, like it’s been edited out. I recognize the effect but not the cause.
!
A chill goes down my spine. The question dawns on me; why did I have to have
my work shone in The Gallery of the Mysterious and the Macabre? It's my opening, but
what possessed me to have one? What was the force that lit the fire under my ass?
!
As I pace the entrance hall, each photograph poses a new mystery. They trigger
faint memories of me running from the viewfinder to the set, of me setting the timer, of
me posing. Yet there’s no memory of if the product matched the idea. What was the
image in my head? Where did it go?
!
My phone vibrates again. It’s a text message from dad. It says, “CALL ME RIGHT
AWAY.”
***

Chapter 6: The Binding
!
“It’s all bullshit.” Dad cackles over the phone.
!
The commotion from the gallery bleeds into the bathroom stall. Plugging my ear
does little to silence it.
!
I shout, “What are you talking about?”
!
“The Terms and Conditions.” Dad shouts back. “They’re a total joke.”
!
I say, “What do you mean? Is the Curator trying to take my copyright?”
!
There’s a chuckle on the other end. “No. After the showing, he implicitly defers it
back to you.”
!
“Then what’s the problem?” I say as I run my fingers through my hair.
!
Dad keeps snickering. He says, “I’m not sure there is a problem, per se. It’s more
of a bad joke. This Curator character has a sick sense of humor. What he does try to
claim is ridiculous.”
!
“What’s that?” I say flatly.
!
Here it comes; the other shoe, dropping.
!
Dad says, “Your inspiration. That je ne se qua that drives your work. He’s written
this long-winded, fancifully worded claim. I wouldn’t say it’s a legal document; so much
as it is a limerick. It’s not written in plain English, that’s for damn sure. It’s more Dr.
Suessian than it is Draconian.”
!
“What do you mean?” I ask, but I suspect that I already know the answer.
!
He says, “Once all the legal clauses are out of the way the document just starts
rhyming. Here’s an excerpt.”
!
I press the phone deep into my eardrum.
!
Dad reads the contract with the rhythm of a nursery rhyme. He says,
“By laying my finger
On this charm of wire and glass
I herby grant its owner
An all access pass
To the vault of my memory
To the secrets in the darkness
To the strong hold of my dreams
To the safe of my subconscious
I transfer the title
Of the spark contained within
Of the mania, the mojo
The sum total of my motivation
To the keeper of this tablet
This touch screen talisman
I bestow the vision
Of this master cameraman

I herby clear a flight plan
Through thought clouds ever heightening
To chase away my brainstorms
To bottle up my lightning
To eat my food for thought
Drink from my stream of consciousness
To wear my thinking cap out
To play all my hunches
To run off with my muse
Wed my mother of invention
To be father to my wisdom
To raise all my brain children
To put a plot of land
On my stretch of the imagination
To drill my deepest thoughts
To refine my inspiration
To unscrew all the bulbs
From the bright ideas in my head
To unravel my mind
Down to the last thread
I pass this little light of mine
Through this razor thin shrine
From the tip of my index finger
Into the master’s grand design
My spark is his spark
My inspiration is his inspiration
He will not take my soul
Just the parts that I was using”
!
My breath quickens. My lips retract into my mouth. Each exhale comes out in a
labored whistle. The weight on my chest has put on some pounds in the last few
moments. It’s really let itself go.
!
When dad says, “And it just goes on like this,” it doesn’t even register.
!
Not when my nose has already started bleeding. Blood pools in my palm. It fills
my lifeline. It trickles through my fingers and spills onto the floor. Toilet paper does little
to clog the leak. My nostrils balloon out. There’s a hole in the dam and the river just
keeps gushing.
!
I hang up without saying goodbye. After all, liquid damage is not covered under
the phone’s warranty. I spend the rest of the opening bleeding out on the toilet seat.

!
That crazy limerick must have been some kind of spell. It bound me to the Terms
and Conditions. That’s why the Curator brought a tablet instead of a contract. He
needed me to make contact. I had to touch the glass for the binding to work. It was a
cutting edge curse, a fringe form of black magic. It left its mark on me. That’s what led
the three-headed beast to front my door. It had my scent.
!
None of the patrons will meet the artist tonight. He does not have time to explain
the works they’re so enraptured with. He runs through them with his nose buried in his
palm. He doesn’t make eye contact with anyone. No one spots him struggling with the
backdoor. No one notices the red fingerprints he leaves in his wake. None of the
smokers see him stumble out the porch. No one comments on the tears in his eyes. No
one cares, when he gives his public the slip.
***

Chapter 7: Red Handed
!
Props are scattered around the apartment. Strips of checkered ties lay across the
lampshade. Suspenders are bunched up on the coffee table. Sock garters are wedged
into the couch cushions. Wallet chains dangle from the ceiling fan. A deck of cards has
exploded across the love seat. The floor is paved in pleated pinstripe pants.
!
A vest sits on top of the freezer. Its buttons have rolled somewhere behind the
radiator. The kitchen floor is littered with shell casings and shot glasses. My shoulder
holster dangles from the oven handle. My fedora has been crushed. It hangs inside out
from the doorknob. The place looks like Philip Marlowe had a run in with the Tasmanian
Devil.
!
The wall is filled with chalk outlines, rough attempts to trace my hand, a flock of
crude little turkeys. Police tape has been threaded through the track lights. This yellow
vine flaps in the breeze. Its spool has rolled somewhere behind the couch.
!
The bathroom sink is slick with pomade. The rim caked with makeup. There’s a
cardboard cylinder on the toilet paper roll. There’s another cylinder stacked on top of
that. They’re both covered in red fingerprints. There’s a cloud of red and white in the
toilet bowl. Water spills over the side.
!
A tripod leans against the TV. The camera is disassembled on the dining room
table, surrounded by shreds of undeveloped film. Scratches run lengthwise down the
strips. The lens are lost somewhere beneath a pile of throw pillows. Studio lights are
cocked back throughout the dining room. Their silver umbrellas are inverted, just in case
the carpet starts to rain on them.
!
There’s a siren outside.
!
The downstairs neighbors must think my home is being invaded. What with all
the stomping and mad shouting in the dark. The police will kick down the door to find
me pacing the apartment in nothing but a trench coat. They might catch me reaching for
the tripod. They might say that I raised it in a threatening manner.
!
The first officer on the scene will say, “He just kept screaming, ‘I can’t get the
shot right. I can’t get the shot right.'”
!
How are those for famous last words?
!
The images just won’t come. All of my schooling is still intact. The rules of
composition bubble to the surface, like words in a magic eight ball. All those dogmatic
constraints remain, but my eye for detail does not.
!
No matter how many times I change wardrobe, the subject in the mirror is still
me. No matter how many props I place, the setting is still my apartment. No matter how
many ingredients I put into the stew, the mix will never be right.
!
The Curator’s Terms and Conditions are up on my laptop. They’ve been there for
a while. It would be easy to dismiss this block as a self-fulfilling prophecy. Something
brought on by reading those words. A curse only works once the victim has been tricked
into believing it. It’s just, that’s not how it happened.
!
Back at the opening, the meanings of my photographs were lost on me. My
artistic vision had gone blind before dad called to tell me why. Deep down, I knew what
had happened to it. It had been sucked right out of my skull.

!
There’s a pounding on the door. There’s a throbbing in my head. My breathing is
labored. My viewfinder closes tighter with each exhale.
!
Right on cue, my nose starts bleeding. Blood rains down my lips. It drips overs
my chin in torrents. Rivulets spill through my knuckles. The police will kick down the
door, guns drawn, and find me here red handed.
!
What do I care if they do? There’s nothing bright on my horizon. The light at the
end of the tunnel has gone dim. There’s no one to turn to. How many people do you
know who’ve been cursed and live with it? Sympathy has limitations, especially when no
one will believe you. There’s no hypothetical situation to explain my condition. No
analogy to help friends relate. People have a hard enough time wrapping their heads
around mental illness, let alone a fragmented soul. We the damned are on our own.
!
Blood spills over the bathroom sink. It dribbles onto the floor and runs through
the tiles.
!
My passion is gone. There’s no fixing that. It’s like waking up after a stroke to find
your fingers curled and knees locked. The doctor tells you, “Now you just have to walk
like that.”
!
I grab a roll of paper towels to dab the blood off the floor. There’s no time to
unspool it. The front door bursts open. I duck out the bathroom window cradling my red
offspring. If I’m lucky, they’ll serve me with a noise complaint. If I’m unlucky, they’ll
suspect foul play.
***

Chapter 8: Blind Date
!
My knuckles rattle up the big black door. The slot creaks open. The doorman
looks out into an empty lot. I knock to the rhythm of Shave and Hair Cut, Two Bits. The
slot opens. A pink flyer tumbles across the lot. The doorman looks to his left. There’s a
bag of French loafs next to the dumpster. He looks to his right. There’s a stack of milk
crates, but no milk. The doorman looks down. There’s nothing but footprints. The slot
closes.
!
I knock to the rhythm of Queen’s, We Will Rock You. The door slams open. The
doorman steps out with his hand in his coat.
!
My forearms are killing me. I can feel the blisters forming in my palms. It feels like
I’m hanging from the monkey bars at recess. There’s a creak. The brass arm starts to
give. My shoes loose their traction on the brickwork. They’re slipping.
!
The doorman has left the entrance wide open. His eyes follow the milk crates up
to my perch above.
!
My grip gives. I land on the other side of the door, pull it closed and lock it behind
me. The doorman unleashes his fury on the wood. The urge to open the slot proves too
great.
!
I watch him draw a pistol from his coat.
!
I say, “Sorry man, we’re at capacity.” Then it’s down the stairs I go.
***

!
The Curator has set up shop in his favorite booth. His eyes are on his tablet. He
doesn’t see me make a beeline right for him. The waiter in the comedy mask rushes
over to intercept. My fist brushes his shoulder and knocks him off his axis.
!
I say, “It’s cool Destro. I’m his blind date.”
!
With the flick of the wrist, the Curator signals for the waiter to return to his perch.
He nods as if to say, “I’ve got this.” The Curator sits in the same suit he always wears.
Except this time it’s missing all the usual trinkets.
!
I can’t help but ask, “Did you run out of opening credits to go as?”
!
The Curator raises his sleeve to reveal a cufflink in the shape of an eyeball. He
says, “Don’t you recognize it? It’s the opening shot of every episode of Lost.”
!
The tablet lights up his jawline. He sets it on the table, and then flips it over,
today’s equivalent of folding a newspaper. He says, “So what happened at the opening?
You gave your public the old Irish goodbye.”
!
It takes me a moment to realize what he meant by that.
!
I say, “You know god damn well what happened.”
!
My focus shifts from the Curator’s beady eyes to the tablet, the talisman, the
keeper of my inspiration. Would cracking it on the edge of the table be enough to set my
spark free? Could it be that easy? The Curator makes no motions to guard it. Even after
I take the seat across from him, he leaves it within arm’s reach.
!
“How did you do it?” I hiss.
!
The Curator feigns confusion. “Do what?”
!
My hands ball into fists beneath the table. I say, “How did you take my
inspiration?”
!
The Curator casts the question aside with a dismissive finger. He says, “The
word ‘take,’ implies theft, but you my boy gave it away.” He raises an eyebrow. He can’t
help but glance back down at his tablet.
!
“How?” I say.
!
The Curator sighs, “Well, you’ll have to keep an open mind.”
!
“Why, so you can pull more stuff out?” I pound my fists on the table.
!
The waitstaff circle the booth. I catch their twinkling masks out of the corner of my
eye. Why do I get the feeling they’re prepared to do more than eighty-six me?
!
The Curator rolls his eyes, “No one knows what they have until it’s gone. If you
ask us, we did you a favor.”
!
My nails dig into my ripe blisters. I say, “How is that? I’ve been a photographer for
fifteen years.”
!
The Curator says, “And now you get to be something else. You’ve been set you
free.” He scoops the tablet from the table and sets it in his breast pocket
!
“You didn’t set me free. You clipped my wings.” I fire back.
!
The Curator rubs his forehead, searches his fingers for the words. He says, “We
pulled the monkey off your back. No more hiding behind those lenses. No more
masquerading in those silly little costumes. You’re free to be the person that you really
are.”
!
I say, “Well, that person is little on edge right now.” I set my palms on the table. I
say, “You still haven’t explained how you did it.”

“It’s simple,” the Curator winks, “you gave us your permission. You agreed to the terms
of your own free will.”
!
“Bullshit,” I shake my head, “my consent cannot alter the fabric of reality.”
!
The Curator scoffs, “Sure it can. Consent turns strips of paper into currency. It
turns flashing lights into traffic signals. It turns an agreed upon set of intonations into
language. Consent keeps us off the grass. It makes us put our bottles in the proper
receptacles. It makes us wait thirty minutes before going into the pool after eating.
Consent is the invisible wall that keeps us within the boundaries of civilization.”
!
The Curator raises his voice to include the waitstaff in the conversation. He says,
“We consent to facts without ever checking their sources. We consent to the theory of
gravity because Sir Isaac Newton has proven it for us. We consent to the theory that the
world is round, because Pythagoras said so, but how many of us have actually bothered
to check?”
!
I shrug, “I don’t know. A handful of sailors, pilots and astronauts.”
!
The Curator leans across the table. The candlelight warps his face. His grin
stretches through his cheekbones. It turns yellow. His teeth turn into needles. His
canines extend. The whites of his eyes turn pink. The bulb of his nose sharpens into a
dagger. His ears stretch up into points, like those of a bat. Tufts of hair jut out from his
eardrums. His blood thickens to reveal a network of vessels. He blushes until his skin
turns red. His pencil mustache is the only feature that remains the same.
!
The bowler cap shifts forward on his head. I have a strong hunch I know what’s
hidden beneath it.
!
My rage deflates in the face of evil. It feels like the booth has fallen out beneath
me, like I’m riding the downward slope of a roller coaster.
!
The Curator’s voice echoes, “You consent so often, to so many different
constructs, that you fail to even see them.”
!
He leans back in his seat. His demon features revert in an instant. His true face
is concealed beneath a mask of unconcern.
!
He says, “Do you think the Electoral College exists in nature? Do you think that
animals have marriage ceremonies? Do you think that the universe really cares about a
carpenter nailed to a piece of wood? Don’t count on it. These things are not the result of
natural selection. They are the result of a consensus. Reality is governed by consent.
It’s what makes a contract legal. For instance: the Terms and Conditions you agreed to.”
!
My eyes can’t help but trace the rectangular outline in his coat. I say, “I didn’t
know what I was agreeing to.”
!
The Curator says, “Ignorantia juris non excusat.” He taps the air to mark each
word.
!
“What?” I can’t help but squint.
!
The Curator taps the air again. “Ignorance of the law does not excuse.”
!
I say, “Whose law?”
!
The Curator chuckles. He says, “Use your imagination. Oh ... that's right... Well,
allow us.”
!
The Curator raises his hands, a choirmaster addressing his choir. He sings to the
tune of Must Be Santa. “Who has horns on his head? Who has skin that’s very red?
Who has a beard on his face? Who keeps souls in a case? Horns on head, skin that’s

red, beard on his face, souls in a case. Must be Satan. Must be Satan. Must be Satan
lord of the dark realm.”
!
I can’t help but cock my head to the side, “Really?” Now I know what I just saw,
but really?
!
The Curator nods, “Well, you know what they say. The devil--”
!
I cut him off, “If you say, ‘the devil is in the details,’ I’ll slug you so hard your hat is
gonna spin.”
!
The Curator gleams at this. He smiles so wide his eyes close. He mouths out my
empty threat, “Hat is going to spin.” He tilts his head back and shares a laugh with the
ceiling.
!
The chrome-faced waitstaff stare on, oblivious.
!
Wiping his forehead, the Curator sighs, “Ah, to be so young, so spirited. Like an
ant shouting at the shadow of a foot.” The Curator claps his hands together, “Bless your
soul.”
!
“Seriously,” I say, “the devil?” I tongue the space beneath my lower lip. I say,
“And this is why you speak in the plural, because what, you’re a legion?”
!
The Curator makes a so-so gesture. He says, “The devil’s not so black as he is
painted. People needed someone to blame for all the things they couldn’t help
consenting to. There was a role to be filled. Our master stepped in to fill it. So what if
little he’s older than the Judeo-Christian casting call. He’s always been up for spot of
roleplaying, trying on new horns and the like. Nightmares have a way of reflecting the
things that people already afraid of.”
!
The Curator raises his chin to someone over my shoulder. I turn to find the
waitstaff in the booth behind us. They must have slid in when I wasn’t paying attention.
They must have switched masks too, because instead of seeing the wide smiles of
comedy, I see the deep frowns of tragedy. My panic is reflected across their chrome
brows.
!
The waitstaffs black cloaks puff out and sink in. The strips hanging from their
sleeves flutter in all directions, some with the breeze, some against. The candlelight
reveals scales across their garments. Wet scales, pulsing with life.
!
“Okay, I believe you.” I turn around, “But what does he want with my inspiration?”
!
The Curator shrugs, “How the hell should we know? Sometimes he just does
things for kicks. Perhaps he likes the world better with one less of you artists in it. We
sure do.”
!
He intertwines his fingers behind his head. The tablet bulges from his breast
pocket. It’s begging for me to drive a fist through the screen, to send glass shards into
his wicked little heart. Right here, right now, I can kill two birds with one stone.
!
The Curator says, “Do you really think so?”
!
I cock my head sideways. I say, “I didn’t say anything.”
!
The Curator says, “Do you think you can smash this little talisman,” he taps the
tablet, “and everything will go right back to the way that it was? Kill one witch and all of
Oz joins in song. It doesn’t work that way. Your spark has been booked and processed.”
He waves his fingers through the air. He says, “It’s already out there in the ether,
conjuring up whatever our master wills to. The only way to be reunited with it is to join it.
Now that is a service we’d be more than happy to provide.”
!
There are whispers from the peanut gallery behind me.

!
I shake my head and bite my lip. There’s no place to put fists but back into my
pockets.
!
“If you want my advice.” The Curator leans back into the light revealing his true
form. He says, “Get a job.”
***

Chapter 9: Exit Plan
!
My feet drag through the props scattered about the entryway. My toe hooks
through the collar of my trench coat. It bunches at my ankle. The coat is stuck in the
closet door. I step forward. It straightens like a tripwire. The fall sends me face first into
the coffee table. The legs collapse beneath my weight.
!
The table upends. It launches a cigar box into the air. The box flips open and
rains bullets down on my head. The revolver follows close behind. It crashes down on
the bridge of my nose.
!
My face hits the carpet. I sneeze blood into the bristles. There’s no need to clog
my nose. I’ll just let it bleed out this time. It will stop when it’s done. My eyes shift from
the blood to the gun. Inspirations strikes. The bullets have always been props, confetti
to liter around a staged crime scene. The gun had always been a part of the detective
costume, an accessory. Never had the two been put together.
!
The bullet slides into the chamber. The chamber clicks into place. The revolver
feels different with the slightest increase in weight. It feels real. Across the room, the
camera sits on its tripod. It seems to nod in approval. My arms slide through the sleeves
of the trench coat.
!
I can’t compose a shot to save my life, but to end it? Do I really need my spark to
take a picture that will leave a lasting impression?
!
I set the camera’s timer for twenty-seconds. Long enough for me to get into
place, but not long enough for me to change my mind. My knees hit the carpet. The
barrel grazes the roof of my mouth. It tastes like gun polish. My reflection gazes back at
me through the bulge of the camera lens.
!
There’s no subtext in the shot. No dual meaning. There’s nothing for anyone to
dig into. The image is visceral and immediate. The intention couldn’t be any clearer. It is
what it is. I’m just so tired. I want to put myself to sleep. I cock the hammer back.
!
Wait. This thing is going to need a title. All of my pieces had such calculated
titles. I can’t recall why, just that I spent so much time deciding, staring at each of them
until something called out to me. Can my mind still come up with one, or was that ability
seized with the rest of my spark? Then it hits me, the perfect title.
!
The typewriter does not want to come down from the closet. It drags its heals
along the shelf. The stubborn thing is more than a century old. Its selling feature was
“Visible Print.” It was one of the first that let you to see what you were typing without the
ribbon getting in the way. It jerks from its perch and falls into my chest. It knocks me on
my ass.
!
The typewriter crashes down onto the kitchen table. It resists the page as I force
feed it through. All my props will be made to serve their true functions tonight.
!
Cracking my knuckles, I type the words, “EXIT PLAN.”
!
Reaching for the page, it dawns on me that the title ought to be followed by some
kind of artist’s statement. What to write? This is to be the artist’s statement to end all
artist’s statements, after all. Maybe if I just start typing the words will find me.
!
My fingers pace the rim of the keyboard. Then I type:
!
“The Detective braves the spiral stairs with his has hand on his holster, Dante
gripping his cross as he makes his descent into hell. His free hand feels for the railing.

His vision is limited by the eye holes in his comedy mask, a porcelain antique spray
painted silver.”
!
Where did that come from? Usually artist’s statements don’t read like narratives.
My fingers keep at it. The sentence becomes a paragraph.
!
The Detective braves the catacombs underneath the bakery. The booths are
abandoned. The Curator, his prime suspect, has fled the scene. The Detective climbs
on top of a stool. He slides over the bar. There’s nothing in the kitchen. No dishes. No
food. There’s something odd about the door to the refrigerator. It’s coated in the same
black lacquer as the entrance in the back alley. The Detective opens it to discover a
long narrow hallway.
!
The hall is lined with doors, set close together like prison cells. He wanders down
the hall with his gun at the ready. He spots a skeleton key jutting out from beneath a
crystal doorknob. The door leads him into a room of mirrors. The floor, the ceiling and
the walls are all reflective surfaces. The Detective steps inside. His eyes adjust to the
endless hall of candlelight, to the procession of detectives trailing off into the distance.
!
The waitstaff steps out of the darkness. Their faces shine in the firelight. They
have the Detective surrounded. Their chrome smiles bend and distort, from comedy to
tragedy and everything in between. Unlike the Detective, the waitstaff wear no masks.
These are their real faces. Their skin is mercury.
!
The revolver sits on the carpet. The camera waits for my closeup, but the
typewriter has my undivided attention. I type:
!
“The Detective removes his mask. His is a face with all the vulnerability of an
anvil. He spins around to address the group. He says, ‘I’ve come for the spark and I’m
not leaving until I get it.’”
!
Then I type some more.
***

Chapter 10: The Mysterious and the Macabre
!
Beach towels hang from the bedroom windows, each with woven sunrises that
mock the moonlight. My makeshift drapes aren’t pretty, but they’ll get the job done. I’m
three nights deep in the sandman’s pocket. The time has come to pay off all my sleep
debt. My head hits the pillow like a stone. Then it sinks into my subconscious.
!
In my dream I’m walking through The Gallery of the Mysterious and the Macabre.
The Curator’s estate has taken on a new decor, one that suits his true face. The grand
chandelier has been replaced with a hanging cage. Jutting from the bars are hands
holding candles. They have to be severed. It’s impossible for so many limbs to share the
same space and still be attached to bodies.
!
The checkered tile has been replaced with a steel grating befitting a
slaughterhouse. The Maltese Falcons at the foot of the stairs, have been replaced with
gargoyles, three-headed dogs with pointy ears, snarling muzzles and exposed ribcages.
The stairs run red with blood, a scarlet waterfall seeping into the grates below.
!
“Well, that’s not wheelchair accessible.” I mutter to myself.
!
The paperboys have been replaced with wooden stocks. The bar has been
replaced with a torture wheel. The street lamps have been downgraded. Their bulbs
have been replaced with oil lanterns. The park benches have been modified into Judas
Cradles, stools with iron pyramids for seats.
!
The patrons are shackled to the walls, chained to the photographs. They stand
frozen in place, installations onto themselves. They have no faces; just smooth white
ovals where their heads ought to be. They look like the figures from restroom signs,
brought to life in three-dimensional space.
!
The patrons’ attire has changed to suit the mood. Their wardrobe is pitch black.
The men wear long frock coats; ascots and leather gloves. The women wear long
gowns with collars up to their chins and skirts down to their ankles. They wear bodices
with ruffles and huge puffed up sleeves. The patrons have traded the fashions of 1940s
for the 1890s.
!
I happen upon the crime scene photograph; the one that baffled me at the
opening. The writer reclines inside a chalk outline, surrounded by evidence markers. He
smirks at the body hanging from the fire escape.
!
A faceless patron says, “Is he supposed to be scanning the crime scene for
clues. Is that it?”
!
“No.” I chime in, “He’s putting them there. The author lies inside the crime scene
he’s creating. He has the perfect vantage point to see all the angles. He’s planting the
evidence for the big reveal at the end.”
!
A second faceless patron leans forward in her shackles. She looks like a
mannequin in her corset and hoop skirts. She says, “But what about the hand in the
foreground? Is he having an out of body experience?
!
I point to the areas of the photograph. I say, “There’s a corpse hanging from the
fire escape and there’s an outline on the ground. What does that tell you?”
!
The patron rubs her chinless face. She raises her glove, “That they shot each
other.”

!
I tap my finger to my nose, “Or at least it was made to look that way. Author’s
intent can only tell us so much. It’s up to us to fill in the rest.”
!
The next photo I happen upon is of the writer on the dock. He’s oblivious to the
detective drowning in the water below.
!
A voice says, “Now this one is just too obvious.” I turn to find the patron with a
monocle hovering over the space where his eye ought to be. His hands rest on top of a
cane.
!
“Is it now?” I say.
!
The patron points his cane at the photograph. He nods, “It’s as plain as day. The
writer writes his story as the detective is made to live it.”
!
I smirk. “But what if they’re one in the same? What if the writer is drowning as
well?”
!
The patron gives me a blank look.
!
I say, “The detective is a projection of the writer’s ambition. His ambition has to
be hard won for it to feel genuine. It’s the writer’s fear that keeps him from achieving his
ambition, from becoming the detective.”
!
The patron waves his cane at the bottom of the photograph. He says, “And those
cinderblocks?”
!
“Those cement shoes,” I correct him, I say, “they represent the fear that pulls him
down. The self doubt that pulls all artists down.”
!
The patron raises the smooth slope where his chin should be. He says, “How
meta.”
!
A female patron says, “What about this one?”
!
My attention shifts one photograph over. In it, the writer stabs his notebook while
the bound detective feels the effects.
!
The patron cools herself with a black lace fan. She says, “If the detective is the
writer’s creation, then why is he torturing him?”
!
I turn to her and smirk. I say, “Because he’s a cruel God.”
!
There’s a crash on the other side of the wall. The photos shudder. The frames lift.
Glass cracks. The patron drops her fan. It falls through the grates.
!
There’s a second crash, much louder than the first. It reverberates down the
chains to the patrons’ necks. Many of them fall over. The chandelier of severed limbs
swings back and forth. Candles fall through the floor. Oil lamps explode. The stocks
hang open. The torture wheel breaks from its perch and rolls across the grating.
!
There’s another bang. The pictures shoot forward.
***

Chapter 11: Down Boy
!
A shockwave blasts through the front door, a wrecking ball at the end of a
pendulum. It sends everything in the kitchen flying. There’s a shower of glass, sheetrock
and splinters. Drawers spill out in an explosion of silverware. Cupboards burst open.
Towers of plates collapse onto the floor. The oven spits the pizza tray out. It rolls
through a tidal wave of the dishwater.
!
The refrigerator belly flops into the pool. A thud quakes through the apartment
building. Its followed by a series of electric pops. The fridge must have taken the outlet
down with it.
!
I hear the commotion from beneath my covers. My eyes are open but sleep isn’t
ready to relinquish control of my body. I lay there paralyzed, just like before.
!
Hoofs splash through the kitchen tiles. Each wet clip clop is closer and closer.
The beast isn’t lost anymore, it knows exactly where it’s going. Last night I typed a
single page of prose. Now there’s a three-head hell beast squeezing its way down my
hall.
!
I try to blink. If I can just get a signal to my eyelids then maybe I can get one to
my legs.
!
The hoofs upend the floorboards. Frames pop off my wall.
!
My internal monologue is a constant scream, a burst of white noise amplified until
it became static. I try to turn my head, to roll it on the pillow. The command gets lost on
its way down my spine.
!
The doorknob rattles. Then it turns. Where did the beast get the opposable digits
to open doors? It occurs to me, that it doesn’t need thumbs when it has that terrible
tongue. The door creaks open. A shadow waits on the other side. It’s toying with me.
!
I try to grit my teeth, to bite down. The neurons miss fire and my mouth hangs
open. My jaw barely shakes.
!
The beast’s tongue slithers over the threshold, a pulsing worm of veins and
muscle.
!
I try to flare my nostrils, but my nose is on another circuit.
!
The tongue sways from side to side. It dips out of view as it approaches my bed
sheets. Two of the three heads peak through the door, deflated husks of skin with
sunken eyes and dangling jaws.
!
What was lost on me at the gallery comes rushing back. I remember why I took
those photographs, why I staged them to look like scenes from a noir, and why I had to
pose in them myself. I remember what drove me to create and why I had to share my
creations. I remember why I only skimmed the terms and condition, why I had to have a
gallery showing and why I had to be there to see it.
!
It was simple. If I can’t be loved for my ideas, then maybe my ideas can be loved.
!
Now that thing has returned to eat what’s left of them. I can’t let that happen. My
spark might be dim, a lightning bug flying against the rain, but it is mine. It’s mine, God
damn it.
!
The beast crawls in with its jaws dragging on the floor. There’s a lump beneath
my covers, swaying back and forth. It makes a zigzag pattern of slimy residue. It

crosses over my ankles; slides past my knees, up over my thighs and past my waist. My
belly button fills with slobber.
!
I close my eyes and prepare for the worst. Then inspiration strikes.
!
“Down boy.” A voice calls from the dark.
!
The lump beneath my covers freezes. The beast turns toward the sound.
!
A figure steps out of the dark in a long yellow trench coat. There’s a perfect
crease up his pinstripe pants. His suspenders frame his thick red tie. His jaw is rife with
stubble. His fedora casts a shadow over his eyes. I don’t need to see his face to know
who he is. He’s the Detective. He draws his revolver and steps into the light.
!
The beast lifts all three of its heads from the floor. They look like balloons rising
to the ceiling. Its tongue retracts, a fishing line winding back into its gullet. The heads
turn to face down the intruder.
!
The Detective fires a round. The blast ignites the room in a flash of lightning.
There’s a sound like a tire popping. Oil spurts from the beast. Then the detective shifts
his aim and fires a second round. Fireworks erupt from the barrel. The head furthest to
the left falls back. It leaves an inkblot on the ceiling. Then it falls forward, followed
closely by its twin on the right. They deflate as a black tar seeps from their wounds.
!
The beast’s remaining head wails in agony. It shrieks like a vulture trying to make
love to pterodactyl. Its chin flutters with the sound. It rolls its head from side to side
rubbing against its fallen compatriots.
!
The Detective presses the gun into the beast’s forehead. The barrel sizzles
against its skin.
!
The Detective says, “If you’re still hungry, I’ve got some cobalt blue steel to wet
your appetite.”
!
The Detective acknowledges me, stuck in the grip of sleep paralysis. He says,
“Here’s the deal. You breached the Terms and Conditions and got yourself another
spark.” He tilts his head to the beast. He says, “That’s why the Master sent old Cerberus
here to fetch it.”
!
The Detective drives the barrel deeper into beast’s forehead. It tries to break
away. The room shakes as it takes a step back.
!
The Detective cocks his hammer. He says, “But you’re going home with your tail
between your legs. Aren’t you boy? No treat for you. You can tell your master that this
one belongs me. He’ll serve out the rest damnation right here. Capisce?”
!
The beast backs himself into the windowsill. It seems to get the message.
!
The Detective grabs the beast by the loose flap of skin beneath its collar. He tugs
it down to eye level. The Detective says, “Tell your master that if I ever see you, or any
of his chrome faced cronies, around here again, I’m gonna start poking holes through
his reality. We’ll see how a little lead suits his refined pallet.”
!
The Detective spits at beast’s hoofs. He says, “You see, I don’t need your
master’s consent to breach his reality. I already know the way. Just like I know that he’s
a stand for the genuine article. The slumlord of a place dressed up to look like hell. Why
don’t you go run along and share these little revelations with him?”
!
The beast does something I never thought it capable of. It nods. Then it backs
away. Its deflated heads dangle at its sides. Its wounds leave slick black trials on the
floor. It ducks, careful not to scrape the archway with its shoulder blades. It sucks in its

chest and crawls back into the hall. It reverses into the living room. The support beams
ache as it spins around and scurries off into the night.
!
The Detective turns back to me, his paralyzed witness. He says, “They can catch
your spark in a butterfly net. Even trap it in a mason jar, but its but one firefly from the
swarm.”
!
My Detective persona tilts his chin up. He says, “Catch.” Then he tosses me the
revolver.
!
My arm jolts up in time to grab it. I open my eyes to find myself aiming the gun at
the door. Smoke rises from a pair bullet holes.
***

Chapter 12: Second Sight
!
The classifieds lay on the kitchen counter. They’re buried under the obituaries.
They remain pristine, unmarked. We don’t want anything to do with each other. Not yet.
There’s too much spring-cleaning to do.
!
What was once a wall full of Polaroids, is now a wall full of plot points. What was
once a landscape, is now a white board filled with settings. The light table has been
cleared out to make room for the corkboard. It’s littered with notecards. Each one is
filled with character biographies, a family tree connected by a web of string.
!
Two-dollar memo pads occupy the space where my five-hundred-dollar lenses
once sat. There’s a pattern on the fridge, the residue of a hundred tiny squares. Where
there were thumbnail magnets, there is now magnetic poetry. The photo albums have
been pulled from the shelf. They’ve been replaced with books with titles like “Writing
Down the Bones.”
!
The curtains have been removed from the darkroom. The light has been let in.
My portfolio has been cleared off the coffee table. The space was needed for my
manuscript.
!
Turns out, you can open up a man’s skull and pry out his artistic vision, just not
his artistic temperament. That runs deeper than even the Devil’s claws can dig.
!
My knack for composing a shot is gone. My slides are a stack of mysteries; cave
paintings from some long forgotten tribe. Once upon a time there was a detective and
an author. As icons, they don’t make much sense to me, but as characters they have
started to develop into something.
!
The transition from photographer to writer didn’t happened over night. I had to
rewire my brain to shift emphasis from form to function, from moments to sequences,
from a limited perspective to an omniscient one. It hasn’t been as jarring as you might
expect. It’s like loosing my sight to find my hearing improved. The visual cortex has
been repurposed to host a brand new set of skills. There’s a gap, but I’m filling it with
something.
!
For example, there’s an iron fence around my building. I used to obsess over the
shadows it cast across the sidewalk. How the lines went perpendicular when viewed
from the right angle. Now I obsess over why it’s there. Anyone can waltz in at all hours
of the night. The story I tell myself is that the fence is there to force vagrants into a
bottleneck. To make them line up before they pee on the building.
!
I used to take pictures of the graffiti on the street signs around the block. There’s
a ONE WAY where WAY has been crossed out and replaced with the word “LOVE.”
There’s a STOP sign with phrase: IN THE NAME OF LOVE written on it. There’s a two
way with a V drawn between the arrows. The V makes it look like a Batman symbol. I
see these signs now and I think about what possessed the artist to do that. Was their
tag an impulse decision or was it premeditated? What’s their story? Did they wait up in
their bedroom, reach for the permanent marker and say, “Screw it, tonight’s the night?”
!
I might not get the big picture, but I can see the story beneath its surface. How’s
that for turning a frown upside down? I was lost, until I decided to make wandering my
destination.
!
The Curator’s curse has stuck. I just found a loophole.

!
If you’re damned if you do and you’re damned if don’t, you better find a way to
beat the system. The trick to living with a curse is making it work for you. Make the pain
part of your process. Spin your loses into a gain. Nothing makes your work more
authentic than the truth that comes from inner turmoil. To give the Devil his due, he’s a
hell of a muse... So to speak.
!
The reality is, no one can steal your soul. They can try, even convince you that
they’ve gotten the best part, but the hole they leave is an optical illusion. It disappears
the moment you change perspective.
***

Afterward: An Artist’s Statement
!
We’re approaching an era where the content we share online will be owned by
whoever hosts it, an era where the price of admission is our copyright. We’ll sell our
likeness rights for a few measly megabytes. We’ll sell our names to secure our web
addresses. There’s no free lunch anymore. If you want to share something online you’ll
have to give what you put in.
!
So you want to tweet a shot of your abs to that flight attendant you met on the
way to Maui? Not a problem. Just don’t freak out when your six pack ends up in a
popup for The Cabana Boy Party Line.
!
So you want to post your barstool, duck face, cleavage portraits on Instagram?
Not a problem. We can use them in banner for Match.com. Christian Mingle can use
them after that. They’ll just have to zoom in past the tallboy and Photoshop your
hemline. JDate can probably leave it as it is.
!
We have to accept their Terms or they won’t let us on the guest list. Its their party.
They make the rules. We wave our rights by touching the doorknob. Our overlords
reserve the right to change their Terms at will.
!
We take out a plot of land in the great digital frontier. They use eminent domain to
take it back. We don’t have to sell them our souls. They can claim them just by altering
the contract.
!
Now, the preceding story wasn’t really about any of this. Full disclosure, as a
storyteller, I like to zig when you think I’m going to zag. I’m a fan of thematic sleight of
hand. A good magician will use a story to draw your attention away from the cache of
goodies hidden up his sleeve.
!
I’m sure someone could right a great story about social networks and likeness
rights. I wrote a story about the loss of inspiration, about that elusive magic spark.
That’s what keeps me up at night. I’m not so worried about someone stealing pictures of
the food that I eat or the concerts I attend. I’m worried about waking up one morning
and not having anything to say, or worse loosing my ability to say it.
!
In the summer of 2009, I was mugged for a thirty-dollar cellphone. Witnesses told
the police that my assailants came at me from behind. First they knocked me out, and
then they beat the tar out of me. I say, “Witnesses” because I have no conscious
recollection of the event. My assailants left me with a wallet full of cash, three-thousand
dollars in hospital expenses and a traumatic brain injury.
!
In the months after the attack, my spark was gone. My attention span had been
reduced to the length of a car commercial. I couldn’t remember coworkers’ names. My
brain was constantly farting. It gave me the spinning pinwheel of death whenever I tried
to access information.
!
My therapist wasn’t sure how long it would take for me to regain my faculties, or if
all of them would come back. I couldn’t drink for six months. My doctors were afraid
alcohol might further the brain damage. All the while, my spark remained dim. It would
flare up every so often, but the pilot light never stayed lit. At least not long enough for
me to get cooking.
!
I would reread things that I’d written before the attack and wonder, “Where did
this come from? How was I ever able to put my thought into words so succinctly?”

!
The hero of this story experiences the same phenomenon. He’s lost in his own
gallery. He struggles to even recognize himself. The part of him that was devoted to
creative endeavors is gutted. The neuroplasticity of his brain has to shift to
accommodate this change. Like the blind man who just lost his sight, he can hear things
more clearly. His visual cortex changes roles. His tactile sensations are heightened.
Maybe he can’t see his spark anymore, but he can feel it.
!
It took a year for me to start writing again. Those first few efforts were
scatterbrained at best, cries for help at worst. There were many false starts, many
missteps that left me wandering down the wrong path. My characters had to tap me on
the shoulder to suggest we go in another way.
!
That’s when the spark of inspiration cut through the fog.
!
Honor your spark. Cherish whatever ideas it gives you. See them through as far
as you can. Don’t let life burn them out.
!
If it does, I hope you find the strength to light that fuse again, to find your spark
rekindled. It might not be in the last place you remember it, but it’s in there somewhere,
waiting for you to find it.
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